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It is commonly reported (Cyrino 2001; Kato & Raposo 2001) that there exist vast 

differences between European (EP) and Brazilian Portuguese (BP) in the formal realization of 
anaphoric direct objects (ADOs). But no studies that we know of have examined the patterns of 
ADO usage in naturally‐occurring spoken discourse across EP and BP, or more specifically, the 
variation between the competing forms (null objects, tonic [BP] and clitic [EP] pronouns, or 
lexical NPs) for expressing ADOs across the two dialects. In this paper we employed the 
comparative variationist framework (Tagliamonte 2002) in a multivariate analysis of ADOs in 
spoken EP (CRPC corpus) and BP (PEUL‐RJ corpus). We extracted and analyzed over 1000 
ADO tokens from each dialect, coding for a broad range of independent factor groups. We also 
quantified the notion of topicality via two distinct measures (cf. Givón 1983), referential distance 
and topic persistence. Our results evince a clear pattern across the two dialects, regardless of the 
formal realization of the ADO: greater topicality of the ADO, as operationalized in our 
multivariate analysis, correlates with greater overt ADO expression, whether as a clitic pronoun, 
a tonic pronoun, or a lexical NP. The individual factor groups likewise show similar patterns 
across the two dialects. We conclude that these two dialects, which are purportedly rather distinct 
in ADO expression, are actually very similar when examining the factors that constrain ADO 
realization. Indeed, despite obvious differences between EP and BP in the surface realization of 
anaphoric direct objects‐‐especially the presence of clitic pronouns in EP versus their 
near‐complete absence in BP‐‐the motivations behind the variation in both dialects are extremely 
similar. More broadly, our study provides an important theoretical challenge to existing theories 
of discourse anaphora (e.g. Ariel 1990, 2008; Givón 1983) which correlate greater topicality to 
lesser formal coding.  


